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Get all the pieces toGether

Just like cooking, you'll want to get everything you need in place before you 
start sewing. You can easily make a Blort in a day, or less. Even in 2 hours.

If you cannot sew, sewing a Blort is the perfect way to learn some basic sewing 
skills. This means parents and teachers can interact with their kids or students to 
help them learn how to sew. It's a gift that will last a lifetime.

choose the fabrics 
Mix up fabrics and colors anyway you want. Stretchy is a good way to go for 
the lips, hair, and warmers. Firmer and thicker fabrics work best for the body. 
My favorite fabric for the body is fleece. It cuts like a dream, does not fray, and 
stays in place as you sew.

Tip: You can rummage through old clothes or blankets to give them new life as 
a Blort. It will challenge your creativity, help you save money, and the earth will 
thank you for your thoughtfulness. 

Body Hair

Safety Eyes

StuffingMouth

Leg Warmers

All the Blort pieces

hey hey, earth kids, parents, and teachers!

everybody needs a huG

Growing up I rarely got hugs. But 
when I did, I held onto that feeling 
of comfort. Later, when I made my 
first Blort and hugged it, I discovered 
that hugging feels a lot like being 
hugged.  

your blort Gift

During this pandemic, we need hugs more than ever. And so many of you are 
learning remotely and missing their friends and family. That's why I’m sharing my 
creative Blort-making project with teachers, parents, and most of all kids. 

If you're a teacher or a parents taking on remote learning, I hope you can think 
of this as a creative activity for your kids. It could last for a week or longer, and 
should be fun and teach kids how to sew something meaningful. And kids may 
want to make up stories about them--that’s always a good thing. 

You're about to see how to sew (or glue) the easiest friend you’ll ever make. 
Once you make one, you can dress it up with leg warmers, a hat, and different 
hairstyles. It’s up to you and your imagination.

What you’ll need 

• Sewing machine (or just a needle & thread) 

• Fabric (old clothing, blanket, or new fabric)

• Stuffing (new or from an old pillow)

• Scissor, pins, and one chopstick or dowel 

• Plastic safety eyes 
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choose the eyes 
Always use plastic safety eyes. The safety eyes keep the eyes in place and out 
of mouths. You can order them online or get them at your local hobby store.

Warning: Do not use glue on eyes. A child could easily swallow them.

choose the stuffinG

I always start with a big bag of polyester fiber fill, often called Poly-fil. 
Depending on the size of your Blort, you'll need one or two 32 ounce bags. If 
you don't use it all, you can make more Blorts. 

A fun alternative is to fill your Blort with seeds or Poly Pellets (weighted stuffing 
beads). If you go this route, make your Blort smaller or you might have trouble 
playing catch with it. And, don't get your Blort wet or it will grow--and not in a 
good way.

cut the body

create a body pattern

For new Blort-Makers, creating a pattern out of 
newspaper or butcher paper is a good way to start. 
After you make a few Blorts, you can cut out the Blort 
shape on the fabric directly, also known as freestyle 
cutting. 

1. Fold the paper in half.

2. Draw the Blort shape (folded in half) on the paper.

3. Cut out the body shape. 

4. Unfold the body and iron your pattern flat.

Tips: Remember to cut your Blort an extra 5/8" around 
the edges to allow the seam when you sew the front to 
the back. 

Cut the pattern

Fo
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cut the body front and back

1. Fold the fabric in half.

2. If you're using a pattern, place it on the fold 
and pin it. If you're cutting freestyle, fold the 
fabric and cut out the body shape.

3. Cut two. One for the front and one for the back 
of your Blort. Both pieces of your Blort should be 
the same size and shape.

 cut the mouth and leG Warmers 
You can also cut these out of paper to make a 
pattern, or cut the fabric freestyle. 

1. Lay out the cutout body. 

2. Measure the width where you want the mouth. Make 
sure you leave 5/8" on either side to allow for the seam. 
In other words, cut the mouth bigger than the width of 
your Blort.

3. If you're a knitter, you can knit your Blort leg warmers. 
You can likely knit a whole Blort.

cut the hair

1. Fold the fabric in half, cut 
each hair strip. Cut them 
straight, wavy, or zigzagged.

2. Cut long or short hair or mix 
it up with shaggy layers or a 
modern new hairdo style all 
your own. You're the boss of 

your Blort's hair.

Cut two
(Front & Back)
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Fold

Straight, wavy, or zigzaggy hair

Fo
ld
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A straight cut

YA straight seam

cut the mouth openinG

1. Fold one side of the body 
in half, vertically, and cut 
the mouth opening—a 
bigger cut makes a bigger 
smile.

2. Leave a 5/8" seam 
allowance on each side so 
there's ample room to sew 
your Blort’s front and back 
together. 

seW the mouth

Tip: In general, when sewing your Blort, always leave a 
5/8" seam allowance. 

1. Fold the mouth in half with right sides together, and 
sew along the edge. 

2. Turn the mouth right side out.

connect the mouth and body

1. With the right sides of the fabric together, place 
the mouth fabric through the mouth hole. Make 
sure to line up the edge of the mouth with the 
edge of the body.

2. Carefully pin the edges of the mouth to the 
body, in a circle. 

3. Sew around the edges of the mouth, leaving 
the mouth open.

shape the lips

Take time to give life to your Blort's mouth. It's how they communicate.  

1. Place your Blort right side down, head first in front of you. 

2. Push stuffing into the fabric along the edge of the mouth. Slowly fill and 
shape the lips, pinning as you go.  

3. Stitch the lips carefully around the edges of the mouth.

Tip: Re-adjust the stuffing as you go to make sure the lips are puffy and even.

attach the hair

1. With your Blort facing you, pin 
the roots of the hair so they're 
flush with the top of your Blort’s 
head. 

2. Securely hand stitch or 
machine stitch the hair to the 
body.

Tips: Your Blort's hair can be 
scrunched together in a ponytail 
or spread out and attached flat 
around the top of the head. 

To scrunch or lay flat, that is the question

Lips big or small, it’s your call
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stuff your blort

1. Start at the feet by pushing 
small puffs of stuffing into 
the toes. 
Tip: To get the stuffing into 
the toes, use a chopstick 
or wood dowel to nudge 
it down. Be careful not to 
push too hard. Blorts are 
not fans of holes in their 
toes.

2. Push more stuffing through 
the mouth opening. 

3. Fill until firm and smooth from head to toe. 

attach the eyes

1. With your Blort standing and facing you, use a pen to evenly mark where 
you want the eyes.

2. Puncture holes on the pen 
marks. Be careful not to 
poke yourself or anything 
else.

3. Make sure the eyes are lined 
up and insert the plastic 
safety eyes. 

4. Reach in through your 
Blort's mouth to attach the 
eye backings. Follow the 
directions for the plastic safety eyes to lock them in.

seW the sides toGether

1. Place the fabric for the 
back of your Blort onto 
the front, right sides 
facing each other. 

2. Pin and sew the front side 
to the back side of your 
Blort. 

Important: To keep your Blort’s 
hair out of the way, pull it 
through the mouth and hold it 
aside as you sew. Or pin it.

turn your blort 
riGht side out

1. First, trim any excess 
fabric and threads 
along the edges. 

2. Reach inside 
your Blort's mouth 
and pull the hair 
through. 

3. Flatten your Blort 
to smooth out any 
bunching on the 
seams, especially 
around the curves.

4. Admire how your Blort looks whole, yet flat. Your Blort is almost born.

A fluffy Blort shape

Blort see, Blorts doTrim and turn out

A whole Blort is a happy Blort
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Handstitch with love

You make me happy

seal your blort's mouth

1. Stitch the end of your Blort's mouth shut. You 
can use a sewing machine or lovingly sew by 
hand.

2. Once sewn shut, push the hanging mouth 
fabric through your Blort’s mouth upward so it 
does not show.

Please know: Sealing your Blort's mouth will not keep your Blort from speaking. 
Unless, you sew a particularly shy one. Should that happen, you will need to 
earn your Blort's trust.

make your blort smile

1. Pinch the sides of the mouth and hand 
stitch together—on the inside of your 
Blort’s mouth.

2. Make a more smiley smile by sewing two 

spots in an upward smiley direction. J

meet and name your blort

Congrats! 

Your Blort is born! 

Say Hi in your native language.

And name your Blort.

huG your blort!
Yeah! It's that time. Go ahead, hug your Blort. Feel the warmth. The love. Take a 
moment to be with your Blort and welcome them into your life.
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A Blort cannot have too many warmers

Fold, iron, and stitch

fashion up your blort 
Now that your Blort is born and hopefully named, you're Blort is going to want to 
dress up. For everyday fashion, they'll want to wear leg warmers. When they go 
out, they'll want something done with their hair. Flowers. Hats. A fancy braid or 
braids, or an up-do. Switch it up. You decide.

start the leG Warmers

Let's make leg warmers first. After 
all, you already have them cut 
out.

1. Grab the leg warmers you 
already cut, then fold each 
warmer in half (long ways) 
with the right sides together 
and pin.

2. Sew along the edge of the 
open side of each warmer. 
 
Hint: Surprise your Blort by making two or three pairs of leg warmers.

hem the Warmers

1. Fold ¾ inch on the top and bottom of 
each warmer.

2. Iron flat.

3. Stitch by hand or with a sewing machine.

Tip: For smoother seams, iron them flat.

Your Blort’s got warmers

finish the Warmers

1. Trim any loose threads hanging off the 
warmers.

2. Turn the warmers right side out.

3. Get ready to dress your Blort.

Tip: For a fluffy look, make leg warmers out 
of fluffy fabric or a fluffy throw blanket.

dress your blort

1. Pull each leg warmer 
over your Blort's toes. 

2. Scrunch leg warmers, 
or not, around the 

ankles. 

3. Admire your Blort in 

their new leg warmers.

4. Say "You're welcome." 

Blort appreciate 

politeness.

fun chanGe ups

• Layer multiple pairs of leg warmers for a cozy look. 

• Make your Blort light leg warmers for Summer, and thicker ones for Winter. 

• Knit a fuzzy pair of leg warmers in any pattern you think your Blort will love.

• Braid your Blort's hair or put it in a high ponytail any hairdo you like.

Thank you!

Feeling fashionable and warm
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floWerize your blort

It’s never too late to dress a Blort with a flower, even one made of silk. 

1. Choose a silk flower and attach it to 
your Blort's hair with a hair tie. 

2. Put a flower or flowers on a small hat 
for special occasions.

3. Add one or more flowers, even small 
ones on braided hair.  
 
Tip: Blorts often wear three flowers, 
mostly because it makes good design 
sense.

4. Let your creativity run wild!

5. And think about making a Blort friend 
for your new Blort. Flower Power

about the creator

Also known As, DiAnA RAbbe

Blort World arose in the mind of an innocent 
and hopeful child, a girl who treasured her 
own mind. Although she is now an adult, her 
child self remains in full bloom.

Diana Rabbe grew up in Northern California 
dreaming of a safe place where bad things 
could not happen, and at age 14 she began 
drawing, sewing, and sharing her comforting 
Blort World companions.

As the years passed, Diana’s exploration and love of Blorts and their world 
continued to steadily evolve. Decades have slipped by since the first Cloud 
Blort appeared in her mind while she gazed out the window during history class. 
The simple world they came from is now so lushly detailed and complex that it 
may rival your knowledge of earth. 

Diana lives on top of a hill in California. She recently became a grandmother 
and mom to a small herd of donkeys and a potbelly pig. She devotes herself 
now to developing Blort World full time. 

Tazzle's Tale--An unexpected Day is the first of many stories yet to be told. 

Visit blortworld.com

http://blortworld.com
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